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• Problems:
  – Policymakers do not like 1. \& 2. \textit{for reasons}
  – Economists do not like 1. \& 2. \textit{because their simple models suggest the opposite} \rightarrow \textbf{puzzles}
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• Stylised Facts:
  1. People do not buy annuities because of adverse selection (the healthy buy, unattractive for the sick)
  2. People do not buy long-term care insurance because the sick will be rejected

• Problems:
  – Policymakers do not like 1. & 2. because . . .
  – Economists do not like 1. & 2. because they worry that the market might not provide products people would buy

• Suggested solution:
  – Combine 1. & 2. into one product
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- What about persistence of health care expenses?
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- I do not really understand why this is necessary here in the first place – just to make health care expenses risky enough for everyone?
Complex products are always a good opportunity for insurance companies to hide fees – assumptions here?
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- Complex products are always a good opportunity for insurance companies to hide fees – assumptions here?

- Literature review is not useful in its current “Study X finds this, study Y finds that, . . .” form — would need a bit on mechanisms since cited papers are extremely heterogeneous.